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CarryOn™ Specifications

Charging 
Charge up to 5 devices at once. Equipped with an intelligent 
USB Charger that is both powerful and efficient. It boasts Level VI 
Efficieancy and can charge at up to 2.4 Amps at each port.

Accessories
Includes: Wall mount bracket kit, 2 x keys, key ring, 1.2m power cable, 
5x velcro cable ties, instructions and a product registration tag. 

Warranty1

Lifetime on chassis
One year on electrical and components

Certifications
SAA (Australia)
UL Compliant (USA and Canada)
ETL Listed (USA) - USB charger only
CE (Europe)

External dimensions
mm: 313(L) x 183(W) x 303(H) 
weight: 2.5 kg

Power
Input 110~240 VAC
Output: 5VDC 5x 2.4 Amps
Type: USB (USB charger has a single IEC cable (C8 
connection) that plugs into a standard AC Outlet)

Color 
Ripple finish powder coat: 
Black, White or Green

Construction 
Body: Durable and lightweight Aluminium
Plastic edging: Impact resistant PCABS alloy
Front opening door: Acrylic (transparent)

Internal slot dimensions 
mm: 206.75(H) x 268(L) x 23.5(W)
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Follow the steps below to check your device’s compatibility with the CarryOn.

Check device dimensions against the below measurements 
to determine if your device is compatible with the CarryOn. 

The illustration below gives you a visual illustration.

Connect the power cable and measure 
your device. Check the length, height 

and thickness.

If your device is smaller than the 
measurements shown below, your 

device is compatible.
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